1857.]
The Census of Ireland for 1851. 117 notice we have given of its contents may serve as a guide, or a brief expositor to those who may wish to consult it on any of the many subjects it comprises appertaining to medical science and research.
Our further notice of it must necessarily be very limited. We shall begin with its most attractive and novel portion?that which constitutes the Reports on the Tables of Deaths, with the appended table of Cosmical Phenomena, &c., to which we have already referred. In this The second, which may be styled the Historic period, in which the notices of plagues and famines become more distinct, and derive authority from cotemporaneous writings, extends from the Irish Christian era, dating from the arrival of St. Patrick, a.d. 432 , to about the middle of the seventeenth century, when the adoption of a scientific nomenclature, the extension of medical knowledge, and the more general diffusion of literature through the art of priuting, helped to dispel the mists of superstition and ignorance; when historians, both professional and general, began to describe with accuracy the history and symptoms of various maladies which affect the animal creation, and when authentic records of disease commenced to occupy the place of the barren historic annals which had hitherto merely related the circunistanccs of the wet, the drought, the plague, or murrain. The third period, which we (the Commissioners) have nominated the scientific, extends from the year 1G50 to the present time." (Part V., vol. i., p. 2.) The larger middle period the Commissioners have subdivided according to marked political events, such as the early Danish invasion, the later Anglo-Norman conquests?events materially affecting the people, by opening intercourse with foreigners, and favouring the introduction of new diseases. In the formation of this epitome, in which events are only noticed, authorities for the record are in all instances given, showing much curious and learned research, especially as regards the earlier period, when it would appear fiom clear evicience that Ireland was in advance of Britain, and bore marks of a lemote colonization by a people not destitute of the arts, literature, and science, such as belonged to the more civilized nations of the ancient world. In glancing over this collection of events, and in passing from one period to another, we are reminded of a museum in which objects of art and science are arranged according to ages, and where, even by a rapid survey, some well-marked idea may be formed of the several stages of history to which the objects that meet the eye belong, one period in its occurrences well illustrating its antecedent, and the three together instructively contrasted. US Reviews.
[J uly, " We may adduce in proof an example or two from the cosmical or meteorological phenomena in the way they are described. In are given under nine heads in sections: 1, the deaf and dumb ; 2, the blind; 3, the lunatic and idiotic; 4, the lame and decrepit; 5, the sick in workhouses ; G, the sick in hospitals; 7, the sick in prisons; 8, the sick in asylums ; 9, the total sick in Ireland. This total, including those labouring under permanent disease, was 104,495, or about one, it is estimated, in every sixty-two and a-half of the population, the proportion of the sexes being 100 females to 95-53 males. Satisfactory data are wanting for comparing the state of health of Ireland, as indicated by these numbers, with that of other countries. Judging, however, from the data we have, such as they are, the number of sick thus given for the entire population appears to be very small, and we can hardly avoid the conclusion that it has been under-rated. Ireland's disasters aro now so well known, they will be avoided in future; and then, if only justice be done to the people, and they are just to themselves, humanly speaking, reckoning on the capabilities of the country, the career of its prosperity may be pronounced to be certain and almost boundless, and happy, twice happy, the future.
